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ClassLoader

Includes all aspects of management and business, with a focus on Asia.
Fresh insight into the societal embeddedness of firms in Asia.
Publishes finance papers relating to many managerial issues.

This journal examines all facets of management and business, with a specific focus on Asia. Articles explore procedural or structural phenomena at the highest level – ownership, networks, internal dynamics – or performance outcomes such as growth, profitability, technological prowess or survival. The contents include finance papers related to managerial issues such as corporate governance.

The journal generates new insights into the societal embeddedness of firms in Asia and the consequences of such embeddedness on managerial and business processes, structures, and outcomes. The emphasis is on illuminating what is ‘Asian’ about the business or management phenomenon under study.

Asian Business & Management is published in association with the Euro-Asia Management Studies Association; Association of Japanese Business Studies; Australia and New Zealand International Business Academy; Japan Academy of Labor and Management; and the Japan Academy of Business Administration.
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